Glucose, free fatty acid and ketone body metabolism in Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
We examined how the substances, especially glucose, free fatty acids (FFA) and ketone bodies, and hormones associated with energy metabolism change with the disease progress in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). Serum creatine kinase (CK) activity was used as an index of the stage of DMD, because this activity is exponentially decreases with the progress of the disease. The glucose concentration in DMD patients with CK activity of less than 1,000 U/l (low CK) was significantly lower than that in controls, although there was no significant difference between that in DMD patients with CK activity of more than 1,00 U/l (high CK) and that in controls. The FFA concentration in both high CK and low CK patients was significantly higher than that in controls. The FFA concentration in low CK patients tended to be higher than that in high CK patients. The ketone body concentration in low CK patients was significantly higher than that in controls and that in high CK patients. The [glucagon]:[insulin] ratio in low CK patients was significantly higher than that in controls and that in high CK patients. It was also observed in a correlational study that the glucose concentration decreased with the age and the decrease in CK activity, i.e., with the progress of DMD. The FFA and ketone body concentrations increased with the decrease in the glucose concentration. The decrease in the glucose concentration may be due to a caloric shortage and/or degenerated muscle, which cannot supply enough gluconeogenic substrates, such as alanine. The kinetics of insulin and glucagon in DMD may help to maintain the glucose metabolism. Increased concentrations of FFA and ketone bodies may be helpful in the advanced stage of DMD, as energy sources and as substrates, sparing muscle protein.